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Living Room Adjustable Sofa
Bed Mechanism

This living room adjustable sofa bed mechanism is very

close to the ordinary adjustable bed. Compared with the

ordinary recliner mechanism, the adjustable sofa bed can

make people fully relax and sleep more comfortably. It is

precisely because the bedroom is designed for sleepers,

but the living room really needs adjustable functions to

relax, and its adjustable sofa bed is much lighter, which is

easy to move and pack, while saving huge costs for end

users. Welcome to buy living room adjustable sofa bed

mechanism from LINKREST, we will offer you the best

after-sale service and timely delivery.

Product Description

Adjustable Sofabed Mechanism

LINKREST is one of the outstanding Living Room Adjustable Sofa Bed
Mechanism manufacturers and suppliers in China. We realized that sofa sleeper played
more and more important roles in the furniture industry, but we will think very hard for
continuing impovements such as: how to make seat as comfortable as stationary seat and
how to make sleeper as comfortable as bedroom bed; How to save delivery cost both for
mechanism and finished sleeper; How to operate simply for end users both manual and
power versions; and how to meet all kind of stationary sofa designs ect. Our wide
selection of high-quality and technically innovative folding and unfolding sofa bed
mechanisms add value to leading upholstery brands both in domestic and international
markets.
Features & Benefits:
1. Very close functions like normal adjustable bed.
2. Foot lift for sitting,TV and full recliner positions.
3. Flat for sleeping position.
4. Move adjustable functions to living room,which makes the great sense. Just because
sleeping room is for sleeper but living room does need adjustable function to relax.
5. Compare to normal adjustable bed,the adjustable sofa bed mechanism is very short in
close position and same long in open position.
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6. Compare to normal adjustable bed, adjustable sofa bed will be much light weight for
easy to move and pack as well as to save huge cost for end users.
7. Compare to normal recliner mechanism, the sofa bed adjustable can make people fully
relax and feel more comfortable for sleep.
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